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FROM THE BLACK--

The sound of a busy day on The Walk of Fame - traffic,
honking, chattering, music, life.

A soft track plays in as we--

FADE IN:

EXT. SIDEWALK/WALK OF FAME - DAY

VARIOUS SHOTS of authentic moments we will capture on the day
of shooting - street vendors, buskers, tourists, etc.

We eventually end up on a LONG SHOT of WONDER WOMAN kneeling
on the sidewalk next to a YOUNG GIRL, under 8, smiling at
her.

But this isn’t the Wonder Woman you’re probably imagining.
This is a Walk of Fame Wonder Woman, a “Cape” as I like to
say. Someone who dresses up as a superhero, or any celebrity,
busking for cash in exchange for selfies.

This Cape is ANGIE, 20s - 30s, beautiful but worn, charming
smile but a seriousness she can’t hide, hypnotizing eyes that
draw you in whether you like it or not.

We watch her from a distance, steady, too far to hear her.

The YOUNG GIRL’S MOM smiles and nods, motioning to her
daughter to be still, holding her phone up for the picture.

FREEZE FRAME and HOLD for a beat on the shot, almost like a
photograph being taken.

BACK TO SCENE

The Girl’s Mom moves to Angie and hands her a few crumpled
dollars.

Angie looks down at the Young Girl, softly grinning, somber.

Angie says something to the Young Girl’s Mom, but she’s
distracted, staring at her phone.

The Young Girl’s attention shifts to a cotton candy vendor up
ahead. She grabs her mom’s arm, yanking it, then pulls her
away.

Angie tries to wave at the Young Girl, but she’s no longer
interested, not looking back as she strides toward the cotton
candy.
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Angie stuffs the cash into her fanny pack, watching the Young
Girl pull her mom toward the candy, then we--

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDEWALK/WALK OF FAME - DAY (LATER)

Same LONG SHOT, steady, too far to hear, but Angie’s at a
different spot now, more foot traffic.

Angie is standing at the curb, softly swinging her whip back
and forth, scanning all the different groups of people moving
along.

TWO MEN, 40s, walk by, checking Angie out, turning their
heads.

Angie spots them and makes her move. She walks up behind them
and assertively taps one of them on the shoulder.

They both turn, chuckling, pleased to see who it is pursuing
them.

They exchange a few words, flirting.

Angie flings her whip toward Man #1’s feet, then Man #2 pulls
his wallet out and hands Angie a twenty-dollar bill.

Angie doesn’t hesitate, grabbing the twenty, stuffing it into
her fanny pack. Then she moves to MAN #2, wrapping her whip
around his waist, flirtatiously looking him in the eye,
saying something.

Man #2 pulls his phone out and holds it up for a selfie.
Angie puts her arm around his waste, seductively looking into
the camera.

FREEZE FRAME again and HOLD for a beat on the shot.

BACK TO SCENE

Man #2 turns to Angie, saying something, then she playfully
pushes Man #2 back as she backs away, shaking her head.

Angie flirtatiously waves bye then turns away. Both men
hesitate, checking her out as she struts away.

As soon as Angie turns, we can see a subdued shift in her
tone, then we--

CUT TO:
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EXT. SIDEWALK/WALK OF FAME - DAY (LATER)

Angie is sitting on the ledge in front of the Jimmy Kimmel
building, cross-legged. The Wonder Woman headband is off,
fanny pack is off, and she's relaxed, eating cheap sushi,
people watching.

Angie grabs a piece of sushi with her hand and stuffs it into
her mouth, eating it in one bite, then she closes her eyes as
she chews, taking a deep breath, relaxed.

FREEZE FRAME and HOLD for a beat on the shot one last time
before we--

QUICK CUT TO a CLOSE UP of a DSLR camera, Angie’s reflection
in the lens. Then the camera moves down, out of frame,
revealing our photographer this whole time.

CHARLES, 20s, young man, handsome, but nothing too special
about him... Aside from his deeply curious eyes. He’s
standing a little ways down the sidewalk trying to
inconspicuously take the picture.

Charles snaps a quick shot, then looks down at the photo,
studying it for a beat. As soon as he looks back up, Angie
catches him, staring directly at him, giving him an “I caught
you” look, squinting her eyes.

Charles slightly grins.

They stare at each other for a beat, then we--

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDEWALK/WALK OF FAME - DAY (MOMENTS LATER)

Charles is now sitting on the ledge with Angie, a few feet
separating them, both of them eating the cheap sushi.

They sit in silence for a beat.

CHARLES
You’re really photogenic.

ANGIE
Yeah, right.

CHARLES
You are.

ANGIE
Wonder Woman costumes tend to be
photogenic.
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CHARLES
I think it's more than the costume.

ANGIE
(changing subject)

So, what’s your plan?

CHARLES
For what?

ANGIE
The pictures.

CHARLES
Oh... No plan. It's like a reflex.
Things that capture my attention
have to be captured by my camera.

ANGIE
What do you do with all the
pictures?

CHARLES
Look at them when I need some
nostalgia in my life.

ANGIE
And I was one of the things that
caught your attention?

CHARLES
Mhm.

ANGIE
Why’s that?

Charles shrugs.

CHARLES
Can I ask you a question?

ANGIE
Depends.

CHARLES
On what?

ANGIE
If it's interesting or not.

CHARLES
I’m curious.

Angie takes a big bite of sushi, staring at Charles.
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CHARLES
About your... Occupation?

ANGIE
Side hustle.

CHARLES
I’m curious about your side hustle.

ANGIE
Boring.

CHARLES
How is Wonder Woman strutting
around Hollywood boring?

ANGIE
Don't know. It just is what it is.
But what it is, is definitely not
interesting.

CHARLES
To you, maybe. But I'm an outsider
to these parts.

ANGIE
Knew it.

CHARLES
(beat)

Here's the real question: Do you
only do this in Hollywood?

ANGIE
Of course.

CHARLES
(beat)

Hm.

ANGIE
What?

CHARLES
Nothing.

ANGIE
That wasn’t a nothing kinda “hm.”

CHARLES
I mean... It’s Hollywood.

ANGIE
And?
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Charles chuckles.

Angie doesn’t.

Charles looks up at Angie, studying her.

CHARLES
I didn’t mean it like that. I just
mean... It’s Hollywood... You know?

ANGIE
I love Hollywood.

CHARLES
(surprised)

Really?

ANGIE
Absolutely.

CHARLES
I think you're the first person to
ever utter those words.

ANGIE
A rare occurrence, yes. But that's
only because most Los Angelenos are
addicted to complaining about
things they don't wanna face. And
if you haven't noticed, this place
hasn't been faced since the 90s.
It's sad.

CHARLES
Why sad?

ANGIE
You know how much history lives in
the crevices of Hollywood? How many
people have died and been born
right here?

CHARLES
You mean literally or symbolically?

ANGIE
Both.

Angie starts clearing the trash on the ledge, getting ready
to leave. Charles looks down at his camera, awkward.

ANGIE
(getting up)

See ya.
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CHARLES
Well, tell me why then...

ANGIE
Why what?

CHARLES
Why you love Hollywood.

Angie studies Charles for a long beat.

ANGIE
Come with me.

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDEWALK/WALK OF FAME - DAY

Angie is gently swinging her whip back and forth, doing her
thing, standing in a busy area of the strip.

Charles is sitting on the curb behind her, observing her
work, looking out onto the street, looking for picture-worthy
material.

CHARLES
Showing me how you work--

ANGIE
Side hustle.

CHARLES
--is supposed to explain why you
love it here?

ANGIE
Nope. I just don’t wanna waste time
when there’s money to be made. I’m
still thinking about it. Ask me
something else.

CHARLES
Okay...

As Charles thinks, he snaps a picture of a HISPANIC MAN, 30s,
creating a piece of art using two spray paint cans, one in
each hand, on a large canvas. He’s moving around the canvas,
headphones on, dancing with the music, spraying chaotic
strokes every few seconds. There’s even a small crowd
gathered around him, enjoying the show.

CHARLES
How’d you end up here?
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ANGIE
I was born in LA.

CHARLES
I mean, how’d you end up begging
for money like this--

ANGIE
Whoa whoa whoa. Slow down there.
Begging?

CHARLES
You know what I mean.

ANGIE
I do know and I don’t like it. I’m
an entrepreneur. Not a beggar.

Charles jokingly pushes back.

CHARLES
Uh-huh. And what exactly is the
business you’re entrepreneuring
here?

ANGIE
Exchanging my charm for cash, duh.

CHARLES
(rolls eyes)

Gotchya. Makes sense.

ANGIE
You don’t think I’m serious?

CHARLES
No, I think you are.

ANGIE
(sarcastically)

I’m doin’ a good deed out here. I
give like five to ten lonely men a
nice few seconds with a cute chick
and a pic to jackoff to. Pretty
damn good business model if you ask
me.

Charles scoffs.

ANGIE
What?

CHARLES
Whatever works.
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ANGIE
On a serious note, asshole, it
gives me breathing room with the
bills. Easy money. And it beats
flaunting my ass on Instagram for
OnlyFans.

CHARLES
I don’t think there’s anything
wrong with OnlyFans--

ANGIE
Me either. I’d just rather connect
with a real person rather than some
abstract algorithm designed to
enrage you.

CHARLES
Touché.

(beat)
And I wasn’t trying to be mean. I
just think you have the kinda face
that deserves to be on the big
screen. Not in some random dude’s
camera roll.

Angie gets quiet, slightly taken aback by the compliment.
She’s not used to that. She studies Charles for a beat, but
he doesn’t even think twice about it, looking through photos
on his camera.

As soon as Angie looks away, back toward all the people
passing by, Charles looks up at her. He softly checks her
out, scanning her from her long, black hair down to her butt.
Then he looks back up only to see that she’s now staring
directly into his eyes, squinting, catching him yet again.

Charles quickly redirects his eyes to her whip.

CHARLES
Where’d you get that thing?

ANGIE
(flirtatiously)

You like it?

CHARLES
Sure.

ANGIE
Wanna play with it?

CHARLES
I mean...
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ANGIE
Come over here.

Charles hesitantly gets up and moves to Angie.

Angie stares into Charles’s eyes.

ANGIE
Watch.

Angie slowly demonstrates how to properly use the whip,
snapping it with perfect form.

ANGIE
Got it?

CHARLES
Got it.

ANGIE
You sure?

CHARLES
Yeah.

ANGIE
You don’t look so sure.

CHARLES
I’m sure. If you can do it, I can
do it.

ANGIE
Fine.

Charles takes the whip from Angie, gripping it awkwardly,
then slowly lifts it into the air, looking at Angie for
confirmation. She nods, then Charles harshly swings it down.

It loudly cracks, snapping Charles directly in the crotch.

Charles immediately drops the whip, grabs his crotch, then
waddles back to the curb where he was sitting.

ANGIE
I thought you were sure.

CUT TO:

EXT. RED CARPET STEPS/FIRST LEVEL - NIGHT

Sun is just starting to set.
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LONG SHOT of Angie and Charles walking from the street into
the shopping street where the red carpet steps are, both of
them eating ice cream cones.

This is where many of the major Hollywood events take place.
Right now, though, it looks nothing like the red carpet
events we know and love, but it does have its own authentic
beauty sparkling from the shiny steps made of red tiles.

CHARLES
Don't trip.

ANGIE
What?

Charles points down to Angie's untied boot. Angie rolls her
eyes, then quickly moves the steps and sits. She tries to tie
her boot with one hand, but can't mange it with the ice cream
melting. She's determined.

Finally, Charles sits next to her and holds his hand out
offering to hold Angie's cone.

Angie hesitates.

CHARLES
What? You think I'm gonna eat it?

Angie hands her cone over.

ANGIE
Are they feeling better?

Angie looks down at Charles's crotch. Charles nods.

CHARLES
You gonna tell me now?

ANGIE
What?

CHARLES
How you ended up doing this.

ANGIE
It’s really not some grand story.
I’m just a superhero fanatic.
Marvel, DC, you name it, I love it.
You did see the new one, right?

CHARLES
One what?
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ANGIE
New Marvel movie, duh.

CHARLES
Not yet.

ANGIE
You gonna?

CHARLES
Probably not.

ANGIE
You one of those?

CHARLES
One of what?

ANGIE
Cinema boy living in Scorsese’s
ass.

CHARLES
Call it what you will.

(in one breath)
I’m proud to say I’m not a fan of
scientifically engineered movies
made to press the dopamine button
on people’s foreheads for two hours
straight until their brains are
fried.

ANGIE
Jesus. That personal? And they're
so much more than that.

CHARLES
Not for me.

ANGIE
For you ain’t all there is.

Angie grabs her cone back.

CHARLES
What other purpose do they have
then? What's the fuckin' secret I'm
missing out on.

ANGIE
You said it earlier.

CHARLES
What?
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ANGIE
Nostalgia.

CHARLES
Explain.

ANGIE
They fulfill the nostalgia
addiction we all have, hitting on
multiple different levels. They’re
nostalgic for the Boomers cause the
actual comic books, and they’re
nostalgic for the kids cause
they’ve been around since their
birth.

CHARLES
Okay, but where do we fit in there?

ANGIE
Tobey.

CHARLES
Tobey?

ANGIE
Maguire.

(beat)
I know for a fact you at least
watched the first Tobey Maguire
Spider-Man movie.

CHARLES
(rolls eyes)

Of course.

ANGIE
Knew it.

CHARLES
I actually really loved that movie.

Angie tenderly puts her hand on Charle’s shoulder.

ANGIE
(whispering)

Just go see the new movie.

CHARLES
Fine. Just for you. But nostalgia
still isn’t a good enough purpose
to spend ungodly amounts of money
making dopamine pushers.

(MORE)
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CHARLES (CONT'D)
That kinda money should be going to
the types of indies that change
lives.

ANGIE
I don’t disagree with that, but
think about this.

CHARLES
What?

ANGIE
Religion.

CHARLES
What about it?

ANGIE
It’s on it's last leg. Been dying
since the 70s.

CHARLES
And?

ANGIE
Superhero movies are just getting
started.

CHARLES
(beat)

Point taken.

ANGIE
And for the record, I think
pressing the dopamine button is a
perfectly good purpose. Not
everything’s gotta be so deep,
cinema boy.

CHARLES
For me it does.

ANGIE
And why is that?

CHARLES
How about this? You actually tell
me how you ended up here then I’ll
answer any question you want.

Angie rolls her eyes
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CHARLES
I knew you were dodging my
question.

ANGIE
It’s just a long, boring story.

CHARLES
Distillation.

ANGIE
Distill what?

CHARLES
Distill it down to the essentials.

ANGIE
All of it is essential.

CHARLES
Then the essentials of the
essentials. What was the one moment
that actually got you here right
now? If you had to pick.

ANGIE
You mean, sitting on these steps?
Eating this cheap ass ice cream
that you picked out?

CHARLES
Exactly. Wearing that cheap ass
costume discussing movies with a
failed actor pathetically spending
his last day in LA at the Walk of
fucking Fame.

Angie slightly flinches at that remark. Remember, she
chooses to come here on her own time. Charles doesn’t even
register it.

ANGIE
Now it all makes sense.

CHARLES
What?

ANGIE
Why someone like you is chilling
with someone like me.

CHARLES
What’s that supposed to mean?
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ANGIE
Nothing.

Angie finishes her cone, then hops up, heading up the red
carpet steps. She looks back down at Charles--

ANGIE
You coming?

CUT TO:

EXT. STEPS - NIGHT

HIGH SHOT of Angie and Charles heading up a small set of
steps underneath golden hanging lights.

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTDOOR FOOD COURT/SECOND LEVEL - NIGHT

This is the food court on the second level with a nice view
of all the neon down below. Angie is sitting atop a bench
looking out at all the buildings. Charles is standing at the
ledge, trying to get some pictures. They're the only ones
there at the moment.

ANGIE
How long have you been in LA?

CHARLES
When did you become the curious
one? I’m still waiting on your
answer.

ANGIE
Listen. Most of the people who come
up to me are Karens with kids or
horny old dudes. When a charming,
even halfway decent-looking guy
wants to talk about something other
than my ass, I’m gonna poke and
prod.

CHARLES
(beat)

You think I’m halfway decent-
looking?

ANGIE
And of course, that’s all you care
about.
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CHARLES
Kidding.

Charles snaps a blurry picture of a HISPANIC LADY, late-40s,
and her SON, under 10, standing behind a mobile food cart
that sits underneath a large umbrella.

Angie watches Charles do his thing now, interested.

Every time someone passes by, the Hispanic Woman waves her
tongs and points down to the sizzling food being cooked on
the cart with a charming smile, but no one pays any attention
to her. And of course, her son has his earbuds in, consumed
by his phone.

CHARLES
By the way, I don’t think you give
yourself even close to enough
credit.

ANGIE
Nope. Don’t even go there.

CHARLES
Go where?

ANGIE
The whole complementation thing.

CHARLES
I’m just saying.

ANGIE
I know what you’re saying and I’m
politely asking you not to.

CHARLES
Fine.

Charles secretly studies Angie for a moment as she tightens
her belt, adjusting her suit a bit, and fixes her hair,
adjusting the bandana.

CHARLES
(teasing)

Complementation isn’t a word. Just
so you know.

Angie gives Charles a “don’t test me” look. Charles playfully
lifts his hands in the air.

ANGIE
You’re too young to be a failed
actor.

(MORE)
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ANGIE (CONT'D)
(mocking Charles)

Just so you know.

That hits Charles.

Angie knows it.

SPIDERMAN (O.S.)
Look who we have here!

Angie turns to see SPIDER-MAN (a chubby dude in a Spider-Man
costume doing the same gig she goes) walking up.

ANGIE
(to someone walking by)

Hey! There you are! Glad I caught
you.

Angie quickly moves to Spiderman, giving him a friendly hug,
then they start chatting.

But we stay on Charles, observing him as he curiously
observes Angie. His eyes are glistening in the sun, a genuine
interest.

CLOSE UP of Charles’s eyes.

CLOSE UP of Angie’s eyes, then her smile.

Angie and Spider-Man exchange a few more words, then Angie
moves back to Charles as Spiderman heads to the bathrooms.

ANGIE
What?

CHARLES
What?

ANGIE
Why are you looking at me like
that?

CHARLES
(composes himself)

Just wondering if all the Avengers
are out here.

ANGIE
First off, the Avengers are Marvel,
and Wonder Woman ain’t Marvel, and
if you don’t know that, I should
slap you.
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CHARLES
(he didn’t know)

I knew that.

ANGIE
And secondly, yes. All us
superheroes have a secret meeting
spot where we formulate our daily
plans to fight the bad outta
Hollywood.

CHARLES
Yeah? And where’s that?

ANGIE
You don’t know what the word secret
means?

CHARLES
I do, but I don’t like being left
out.

ANGIE
Sorry, but we’re an exclusive club.
And aren’t you supposed to be
leaving today?

CHARLES
You’re right.

Charles pauses for a moment, then looks back over the ledge.
He snaps another blurry picture of a BLACK MAN, 50s, sitting
on a milkcrate against a wall, smoking a Black & Mild filled
with weed. He’s also holding a beer in a brown paper bag,
sipping every few seconds while he people-watches.

The Black Man takes a big swig of beer, sets it down on the
ground, then stands and moves to a folding table with three
red cups, two blue balls, and one red ball lined up. He
starts doing his hustle, mixing up the red ball, taking bets.

ANGIE
Why are you spending your last day
here? That’s the real question.

CHARLES
Don’t know.

ANGIE
Come on. No cop-outs.

Charles snaps another picture, this time of an old ASIAN MAN,
60s, wielding a grand “Jesus Loves You” sign.
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Angie curiously watches Charles now as he examines the
picture he just took.

Charles looks up at her.

CHARLES
What?

ANGIE
Nothing.

(beat)
Just waiting for an answer.

CHARLES
Well. Not only am I here on my last
day, but this is the first time
I’ve actually visited The Walk
Fame.

ANGIE
Shut up. Really?

CHARLES
I’ve been here for four years and
never once came cause the constant
shit-talking, like you said. This
place is nothing but trash,
according to just about every other
human in LA.

ANGIE
Yeah, well. Every other human in LA
can suck a dick.

CHARLES
I won’t argue with that.

ANGIE
But why now?

CHARLES
(thinks)

Gotta see the place I dreamt of as
a kid at least once before I run
away, right?

ANGIE
Where you running to?

CHARLES
Back to my home town.

ANGIE
Let me guess.
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CHARLES
You’ll never get it.

ANGIE
Wanna bet?

CHARLES
No, cause I know you won’t get it
and I’m not the stealing type.

Angie rubs her chin, contemplating.

ANGIE
Hmmm...

(confidently)
Nebraska.

CHARLES
(beat)

Whoa.

ANGIE
Got it?

CHARLES
How?

ANGIE
I’m psychic.

CHARLES
Psychic Wonder Woman, huh?

ANGIE
Cool, right?

CHARLES
As long as you don’t tell me you’re
one of those.

ANGIE
One of what?

CHARLES
(mocking Angie from
before)

Crystal girl living in the moon's
ass... And then taking pics of your
ass for likes on Instagram.

Angie grins.
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CHARLES
(hyperbolic)

Oh, God...

ANGIE
Calm down, cinema boy. I’m not
living in anyone’s ass and I’m no
longer a part of the shit show
called social media.

CHARLES
You’re not on social media at all?

ANGIE
Surprised?

CHARLES
I shouldn’t be?

ANGIE
You should. I’m cool as hell.

CHARLES
You’re definitely something.

Charles snaps another picture of a YOUNG WHITE MAN, 20s,
homeless, squatting next to his tent that resides next to a
bus stop just off Highland. The Young White Man moves around
his tent, looking through clothes scattered all over the
place.

Angie watches Charles, then watches the Young White Man, more
interested.

CHARLES
You wanna tell me now?

ANGIE
I wanna know why you’re so
interested in me?

CHARLES
You want honesty?

ANGIE
As long as you’re not a serial
killer.

CHARLES
That’s only on the weekends.

ANGIE
Well, shit. It’s Friday. Does that
count as the weekend?
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CHARLES
Not where I’m from.

ANGIE
Honesty it is then.

CHARLES
Okay.

(beat, genuinely)
You glow.

Angie gets serious, looking at Charles.

CHARLES
I’m interested in you because you
glow. And I can’t imagine a story
in which you end up doing this.
Selling yourself like this. In a
place like this.

Angie softly stares at Charles for a beat, then she drops her
head, avoiding.

ANGIE
I knew this was gonna go here.

CHARLES
You said honesty.

ANGIE
(beat)

Is this really your last day in LA?

Charles slightly nods.

Angie debates for a beat, then she looks at Charles, doing
her best to keep herself composed, but we can see a new
vulnerability slipping through. She gets quiet, looking
Charles right in the eye, revealing so much with just her
look.

ANGIE
I never talk about this.

Charles gets quiet, studying Angie, really seeing her. No
judgment, no questions, no need to ask her more. Her look
says it all.

He gets it. And Angie knows that.

CUT TO:
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EXT. ESCALATORS/HOLLYWOOD & HIGHLAND MALL - NIGHT

HIGH SHOT looking down at Angie and Charles silently standing
on the grand escalators, heading up.

CUT TO:

EXT. ROOFTOP/HOLLYWOOD & HIGHLAND MALL - NIGHT

Beautiful bird's eye view of The Walk of Fame with all the
neon signs lighting the street up and a distant view of
Downtown Los Angeles.

Angie and Charles are standing atop the building, leaning on
the overlooking ledge, shoulders touching, admiring the view.

CHARLES
Why do I feel like I've known you
my whole life?

ANGIE
Cause you have.

CHARLES
I wish.

ANGIE
I'm serious. You and me? The same
person.

CHARLES
Except for the fact that I wouldn't
look so damn good in a Wonder Woman
costume.

ANGIE
You never know...

CHARLES
What do you mean, though? Really.

ANGIE
There are two types of people on
this planet. At least... For the
sake of me making my point sound
better, two types, okay?

CHARLES
Okay.
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ANGIE
The first type of person is the
type that has a fundamental kinda
confidence under the surface at all
times. Not that they don't have
problems. Everyone has problems.
Everyone has bad days. But these
people... How can I put this? These
people, even on the worst day
imaginable, have this underlying
security that allows them to make a
decision. It's like... They can
always find a reason. No matter
what. Then take a step, even if
it's a microscopic step. Does that
make sense?

CHARLES
You're gonna have to keep going. I
need to know what the other type of
person is before I judge you.

ANGIE
You and me.

Charles tilts his head, wanting more.

ANGIE
Don't take it the wrong way, cinema
boy.

CHARLES
Oh, sorry. Why would I take being
called insecure wrong?

ANGIE
It's not that. Hear me out. Define
courage for me.

CHARLES
Why?

ANGIE
Just do it.

CHARLES
Uh... Being brave.

ANGIE
Come on. Be specific. What does it
mean to you?
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CHARLES
Being strong, I guess? I don't
fuckin' know. Why you getting all
cliché on me now?

ANGIE
Cause it matters. For whatever
reason, the typical narrative--the
crap they spit in schools--makes
people think courage is confidence,
being strong, all that shit. But
it's not really. Courage is like an
emotion. It's a decision. It's not
being anything. It's being scared
as fuck, insecure as fuck, maybe
even completely wrong as fuck. But
trying anyway. Taking a step
anyway.

CHARLES
Oh, so you mean being delusional?

ANGIE
Exactly. Conscious delusionalism.

CHARLES
Delusionalism isn't a--

ANGIE
Don't even start with that shit
again.

CHARLES
And that's you and me?

ANGIE
Yup. The other type of person never
has courage. Think about it. Get
good grades in high school to
impress mommmy and daddy. Then, put
all your eggs in the college basket
with a secure loan from the bank.
Then, get a degree in zombie-ism to
impress mommy and daddy. Again.
Then, get a job at Zombie
Incoorporated using your zombie
degree to impress mommy and daddy.
Again. Then, you realize... Mommy
and daddy's validation ain't
enough. So what do ya do?

(waits)
Get a zombie partner to impress who
will hear your zombie bitching.

(MORE)
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ANGIE (CONT'D)
Then, put your zombie money into
your zombie bank and die so your
zombie kids can do the exact same
thing.

Charles just gives Angie a "you're really going all out"
kinda look.

ANGIE
And I get it. It's hard. I'm not
saying being a zombie is easy. I'm
just saying it ain't courageous.
Moving to a big city by yourself
with nothing but a dream? That's
courageous.

(beat)
Especially when you have the void.

CHARLES
The void?

ANGIE
Don't act like you don't know. The
thing that makes you feel unworthy
just for simply existing.

CHARLES
Oh. That. Yeah... I know that.

ANGIE
I know you know. We're the void
people. Just like everyone else
down there roaming the The Walk of
Fame at night. Only void people
come here at night.

CHARLES
Why here?

ANGIE
Cause Hollywood is the only place
where anyone can exist. Anyone and
everyone is welcomed. And they all
have a shot. Yeah, most people end
up in the oblivion of obscurity,
either that or dead, but they all
have a shot. I mean... That's what
makes Hollywood, Hollywood.

Charles slow claps, being playful but mocking Angie at the
same time.

Angie elegantly bows.
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ANGIE
I know, I know. Where's my Oscar?

CHARLES
Well, at least now I know why you
love Hollywood so fuckin' much.

ANGIE
Oh, that's not why I love it.

CHARLES
What do you mean?

ANGIE
This is just where I make the most
money.

SNAP TO:

BLACK

THE END.


